[Reconstruction of lip isocele].
The surgical treatment of labial carcinoma must allow the complete excision of the tumor. This must be performed by using an immediate reconstruction procedure with respect of the lip function and with a satisfying aesthetic result. To achieve this goal, we choose the isosceles lip reconstruction, according with Meyer's advancement flap technique, described in 1965. By using this method we can restore up to the 2/3 of the lower or upper lip and also the lip commissure, after malignant tumor surgery. For total lip reconstruction, we have to combine this method with an Abbe-Estlander flap. Our paper presents this original lip reconstruction technique and analyses the results obtained. We especially base our conclusions on functional tests, but also on aesthetical considerations. We underline the interest of this choice of surgical procedure, permitting its adaptation to all cases of lip reconstruction, with immediate possibility of reconstruction, usually in one stage, without compromising either the function or the aesthetic aspect of the reconstructed lip.